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Funding Licensee

Network Licence Project Partners

Funding Licensee area

Project title

Project Summary
The Licensee must provide an approximate Project start and end date.

Estimated Project funding
The Licensee must provide an approximate figure of the total cost of the project and the NIC funding it is applying for.

Total cost of Project NIC funding requested

Cross Sector Projects 
only: requested 
funding from Gas
NIC, NIA or second 
tier LCN Fund? 

If yes, please specify
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Problem
The Licensee must provide a narrative which explains the Problem(s) which the Project is seeking to address.

Method(s)
The Licensee must describe the Method(s) which are being demonstrated or developed. It must also outline how the 
Method(s) could solve the Problem  The type of Method should be identified where possible eg technical  commercial etcMethod(s) could solve the Problem. The type of Method should be identified where possible eg technical, commercial etc.
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Method(s) continued

Funding commentary
The Licensee must provide a commentary on the accuracy of its funding estimate. If the Project has phases, the Licensee 
must identify the approximate cost of each phase. OFTOs should indicate potential bid costs expenses. 

Specific Requirements (please tick which of the specific requirements this project fulfils)

A specific piece of new (ie unproven in GB) equipment (including control and/or communications 
systems and/or software)

f l l f l ( l dA specific novel arrangement or application of existing electricity transmission equipment (including 
control and communications systems software)

A specific novel operational practice directly related to the operation of the electricity transmission 
system
A specific novel commercial arrangement
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Accelerates the development of a low carbon energy sector & has the potential to 
deliver net financial benefits to existing and/or future customers

The Licensee must demonstrate that the Solution has the potential to accelerate the development of the low carbon energy 
sector in GB and/or deliver wider environmental benefits to GB customers. The Licensee must demonstrate the potential to 
deliver net financial benefits to existing and/or future customersdeliver net financial benefits to existing and/or future customers.
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Delivers value for money for electricity customers

The Licensee must demonstrate that the Method(s) being trialled can derive benefits and resulting learning that can be 
attributed to or are applicable to the electricity transmission system. 

Demonstrates the Project generates knowledge that can be shared amongst all 
Network Licensees
The Licensee must explain the learning which it expects the Method(s) it is trialling to deliver. The Licensee must demonstrate 
that it has a robust methodology in place to capture the learning from the Trial(s). that it has a robust methodology in place to capture the learning from the Trial(s). 
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Please tick if the project conforms to the default IPR arrangements set out in 
the NIC Governance Document?
If the Licensee wishes to deviate from the default requirement for IPR then it must demonstrate how the learning will be 
disseminated to other Licensees and how value for money will be ensured. The Licensee must also outline the proposed 
alternative arrangements and justify why the arrangements are more suitable than the default arrangements.

How is the project innovative and with an unproven business case where the 
innovation risk warrants a limited Development or Demonstration Project to 
demonstrate its effectiveness?
Demonstrate why the Licensee has not previously used this Solution (including where the Solution involves commercial 
arrangements) and why NIC funding is required to undertake it. This must include why the Licensee would not run the trial as 
part of its normal course of business and why the Solution is not Research.
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Project Partners and external resourcing/funding 

The Licensee must provide evidence of how Project Partners have been identified and selected, including details of the process 
that has been followed and the rationale for selecting participants and ideas for the project.

The Licensee should provide details of any Project Partners who will be actively involved in the Project and are prepared to The Licensee should provide details of any Project Partners who will be actively involved in the Project and are prepared to 
devote time, resources and/or funding to the Project. If the Licensee has not identified any specific Project Partners, it should 
provide details of the type of Project Partners it wishes to attract to the Project. 
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Derogations or exemptions
The Licensee should outline if it considers that the Project will require any derogations, exemptions or changes to the 
regulatory arrangements.

Customer impact
The Licensee should outline any planned interaction with customers or customers’ premises as part of the Project, and any
other direct customer impact (such as amended contractual or charging arrangements, or supply interruptions).
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Details of cross sector aspects
The Licensee should complete this box only if this Project forms part of a larger cross sector Project that is seeking funding 
from multiple competitions (Electricity NIC, Gas NIC or LCN Fund). The Licensee must explain about the Project it will be 
collaborating with, how it all fits together, and must also add a justification for the funding split. 
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Any further detail the Licensee feels may support its submission

Contact name

Contact Address

E-mail

Direct telephone line

Job title
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	Funding LicenseeRow1: Western Power Distribution on behalf of Ricardo Energy and Environment
	Network Licence Project PartnersRow1: Ricardo Energy and Environment
	Funding Licensee areaRow1: East Midlands, West Midlands, South West and Wales
	Project titleRow1: Proteus
	The Licensee must provide an approximate Project start and end dateRow1: The uptake of Low Carbon Technologies (LCTs) has the potential to constrain LV Networks. This may impact the successful accommodation of LCTs, and can require costly reinforcement for worst case conditions which occur occasionally. This project will temporarily resolve constraints via a "plug & play" modular toolbox offering a comprehensive & autonomous solution. The solution will also be transportable for rapid deployment.  The toolbox includes power electronic "Flexible Capacity Units" (FCUs) to provide:•Active and Reactive power control via a "Unified Power Flow Controller" (UPFC); •Reactive Compensation as a STATCOM;•Interface to an Energy Storage Device;•Management of power transfer, voltage, unbalance and fault levels as "Soft open Points" (SoP); and • Remote Controlled Switches (RCS) and Circuit Breakers (RCCB). Further techniques such as asset cooling and the use of novel voltage regulation equipment will also be included in the toolbox. These techniques allow management of real and reactive power so that thermal and voltage constraints are mitigated.  A monitoring and analysis module will undertake an automated study of network conditions to determine which functions are best employed for a given site. The approximate duration of the project will be from January 2017 until December 2020.  
	Total cost of Project: £8.1m
	NIC funding requested: £7.36m
	If yes please specifyCross Sector Projects only requested funding from Gas NIC NIA or second tier LCN Fund: Not applicable. 
	The Licensee must provide a narrative which explains the Problems which the Project is seeking to addressRow1: The UK has set ambitious carbon reduction targets to address climate change. Heating and transportation will deliver carbon savings by switching from fossil fuels to low carbon electricity. This, together with renewable generation changes (e.g. domestic PV), are subjecting LV networks to an increasingly variable generation and demand profile. The peak demand, power flow direction, and network voltage may vary rapidly depending on user behaviour and the weather. As a result, some networks are experiencing periods when thermal and voltage capabilities are being approached or exceeded. The uptake of LCTs is difficult to predict in terms of timescales and location. As such planning effective conventional reinforcements is difficult as the project drivers are fast moving and the solution implementation timescales are long. In some instances, the reinforcement that is quickest to achieve may be undertaken instead of a longer term but more optimal solution. The conditions that necessitate reinforcement may also only occur rarely throughout the year, for example when a sunny day, with high PV output, coincides with a low demand period (e.g. weekend afternoons).The effect of rapidly changing conditions on networks that cannot respond quickly may be profound. Thermal overloads and variable network voltages are likely, which will degrade assets and reduce quality of supply. This may lead to network failures, supply interruptions and the emergency replacement of assets. In this circumstance, where speed is of the essence, replacement options may also be selected on the basis of those that can be rapidly achieved, rather than those that provide the best enduring solution.A rapid and temporary solution to meeting the challenge of changing LV network conditions would therefore be useful. This project will seek to address this with a modular approach. It will be flexible so that the appropriate solutions can be rapidly deployed both as an immediate response to secure supplies until the optimal long term solution is found, and in a fault situation to restore supplies.
	The Licensee must describe the Methods which are being demonstrated or developed It must also outline how the Methods could solve the Problem The type of Method should be identified where possible eg technical commercial etc Methods could solve the Problem The type of Method should be identified where possible eg technical commercial etcRow1: The project will consider 3 use cases for the solutions and will develop technology accordingly. • Use Case 1 – Temporary Solution to permanent constraints: Investigation of those situations where a temporary solution is required quickly, to manage the network whilst the long term options are considered, selected and implemented. The temporary solution will consist of a mobile unit of all the trialled technologies (UPFC, SoP, etc.) and will also be used to provide details of the constraint magnitude and time variations, assisting with the derivation of the optimal permanent solution.  • Use Case 2 - Temporary solution to temporary constraints:Some constraints may only impact a network very occasionally, yet under traditional planning procedures these may require costly reinforcements. This use case will determine and trial the requirements for the application of devices to resolve these rarely occurring scenarios in a cost effective manner. 
	Methods continuedRow1: •Use Case 3 - Emergency Response:This use case will investigate and trial the solution requirements following a network failure. This may include ways of reinstating supplies with increased network capacity (e.g. in parallel with adjacent HV or LV networks), from temporary diesel generators or with increased control and management to prevent the failure mode from reoccurring. Technology design, development and trialling will be the enabling works once the requirements of each use case are understood. This will focus on the technical specifications of the devices, and the practical considerations for their deployment, such as the integration of devices into robust and transportable packages. Together with suitable network monitoring and analysis, the trialled functions will be:•UPFC: to control voltage and power flows, and allowing parallel connection of non-similar transformers or diesel generation;•STATCOM: To manage substation & feeder voltages;•Energy Storage: to optimise use of intermittent sources & constrained assets;•SoP: to manage voltage, unbalance, fault level and power transfers between networks;•Remote controlled switches and circuit breakers to automate network reconfiguration;•Asset cooling to increase thermal capability; and •Voltage control via novel regulation equipment.
	The Licensee must provide a commentary on the accuracy of its funding estimate If the Project has phases the Licensee must identify the approximate cost of each phase OFTOs should indicate potential bid costs expensesRow1: This four-year project will be run as five workstreams as detailed below:Workstream 1: Technology design and development (estimated cost £5.55m) including testing and acceptance, mobile deployment strategy, installation and commissioning methodology, and operational monitoring. Workstream 2: Trials and analysis (est. £1.7m) including network monitoring and analysis, solution definition and trial operations.Workstream 3: System Benefits and Limitations (est. £0.25m) including investigation of Use Cases, applications and cost benefit analysis. Workstream 4: Learning and Dissemination (est. £0.35m) including project reporting and dissemination events. Workstream 5: BaU Recommendations and close out (est. £0.25m). Estimated total project cost: £8.10mThe costs indicated are estimates based on existing knowledge. Quotations will be obtained from suppliers and partners in the Full Submission Process.  
	The Licensee must demonstrate that the Solution has the potential to accelerate the development of the low carbon energy sector in GB andor deliver wider environmental benefits to GB customers The Licensee must demonstrate the potential to deliver net financial benefits to existing andor future customers deliver net financial benefits to existing andor future customersRow1: Accelerates the development of a low carbon energy sector:The project will provide a toolbox of solutions to either assist with the resolution of constraints on LV networks as they are encountered, or to enable a network to be reinstated following a failure and managed within its operational limits. This approach increases the level of LCTs that can connect to LV networks prior to the replacement of assets or network reinforcement. This maximises the use of the existing system, and defers the costs and connection delays associated with the installation of new assets.  In this way the connection of LCTs is not impeded and with the network still operating satisfactorily the optimal design solution can be planned and installed in a controlled manner. The trial phase will also provide useful information with regards to the early warning triggers for network reinforcements caused by LCTs. This will allow DNOs to better understand the causes and effects of changes on LV networks, and enable planning to be undertaken in a more coherent fashion.  Potential to deliver net financial benefits:The project will trial the use of a cost effective and rapid response to tangible network constraints. This allows time for the optimal solution to be planned and installed, rather than proceeding with the quickest solution which may require revisiting later at additional cost. The mobile solutions will therefore be used many times over their life time, having a low cost per use whilst also reducing overall reinforcement costs. The toolbox will maximise the use of existing assets and in some instances may reveal that no reinforcement is required, just a change in operational practices. The devices within the toolbox can also assist with loss reduction and in doing so negate the need for additional equipment. In providing an emergency response to network failures the solutions will reduce Customer Interruptions and Minutes Lost.
	The Licensee must demonstrate that the Methods being trialled can derive benefits and resulting learning that can be attributed to or are applicable to the electricity transmission systemRow1: The project will demonstrate value for money in three ways:1. The solutions will ensure existing assets are utilised to their maximum capability before any additional equipment is installed. Network reinforcements are thereby deferred until absolutely necessary and can be optimally planned and delivered, rather than prioritised based on the most rapidly achievable solution. 2. It allows the rapid connection of LCTs to continue unimpeded with undue risk to the security of supply. The solutions can be rapidly installed into those LV networks experiencing high levels of change, minimising Customer Interruptions. 3. In circumstances where customer supplies are interrupted the solution can be rapidly installed to assist with the reinstatement of supplies and continued management of the network to ensure that the failure mode does not reoccur. In this way Customer Minutes Lost will be minimised.
	The Licensee must explain the learning which it expects the Methods it is trialling to deliver The Licensee must demonstrate that it has a robust methodology in place to capture the learning from the TrialsRow1: The network conditions under investigation in this project, and the possible solutions to them are being encountered across all of the UKs DNOs. The network analytics and devices developed by the project will be available for use by any DNO as required. The project will deliver a set of technical specifications, application policies and design procedures so that the use of the devices in each of the three use cases investigated can be understood and replicated by other DNOs. WPD operate LV networks of various different characteristics, from urban to rural, so solutions will be trialled with a wide range of applicability. The initial analysis and data gathering stages of the project will offer improved understanding of the level of uptake of LCTs in a variety of typical LV networks, together with the performance of the assetsDissemination events will be held throughout the project so that others are aware of the techniques being trialled.
	If the Licensee wishes to deviate from the default requirement for IPR then it must demonstrate how the learning will be disseminated to other Licensees and how value for money will be ensured The Licensee must also outline the proposed alternative arrangements and justify why the arrangements are more suitable than the default arrangementsRow1: 
	Demonstrate why the Licensee has not previously used this Solution including where the Solution involves commercial arrangements and why NIC funding is required to undertake it This must include why the Licensee would not run the trial as part of its normal course of business and why the Solution is not ResearchRow1: The project will deliver solutions to expected network challenges with respect to the uptake of LCTs and increasing connection of LV generation. There is currently limited experience of these situations, so the trialling of potential solutions cannot be considered BaU. However when the issues do occur the network impact would be dramatic.     The project will demonstrate a tailored approach to managing these issues, which dependent on the conditions discovered may include continued monitoring of the system only or installing hybrid devices. The implementation of Asset Cooling, Voltage Regulation, Reactive Compensation, Energy Storage, SoP and UPFC functionality on LV networks together is at a high technology readiness level, however the use of integrated combinations as required by the particular circumstances is novel in its approach. A second area of innovation is in making the devices both modular, so that different combinations can be used dependent on the requirements, and also relocatable to allow redeployment when no longer required. The intention is to make the system "plug & play", so that it can be rapidly installed until such time as conditions stabilise or long term reinforcement options can be evaluated and installed.
	The Licensee must provide evidence of how Project Partners have been identified and selected including details of the process that has been followed and the rationale for selecting participants and ideas for the project The Licensee The Licensee should provide details of any Project Partners who will be actively involved in the Project and are prepared to should provide details of any Project Partners who will be actively involved in the Project and are prepared to devote time resources andor funding to the Project If the Licensee has not identified any specific Project Partners it should provide details of the type of Project Partners it wishes to attract to the ProjectRow1: A competition was carried out by Western Power Distribution to find third party applicants for this year’s NIC process. The process provided 32 applicants of which eight were taken through to the next stage before being down selected to a final two. This proforma is the work of Ricardo Energy and Environment. The statements in this application do not necessarily reflect the views of Western Power Distribution. Ricardo Energy and Environment will act as the lead partner on the project, performing the tasks of project management, system specification and integration, network investigation, data management and trial results analysis. Additionally Ricardo Energy and Environment will specify and design the requirements of the LV network monitoring system, and the visualisation software for the data such that it can be easily interpreted.  Ricardo Energy and Environment will work closely with WPD who will provide system knowledge and data, user requirements of the solutions and acceptance testing. Access to suitable LV Networks will also be required. It is also envisaged that WPD or a WPD approved sub-contractor will be required to undertake the installation and commissioning of the trialled devices. The project team intends to engage suppliers via two methods as part of the Full Submission Process: • Open Tenders for work packages where it is believed that there are multiple vendors who could supply the services and/or equipment;• Single source supply if engagement of a particular supplier would represent best value for money, due to previous directly relevant experience or products.In this way the project will ensure that the most appropriate and cost effective partners are selected. 
	The Licensee should outline if it considers that the Project will require any derogations exemptions or changes to the regulatory arrangementsRow1: None
	The Licensee should outline any planned interaction with customers or customers premises as part of the Project and any other direct customer impact such as amended contractual or charging arrangements or supply interruptionsRow1: There are no planned outages are required as part of the project.A customer engagement plan will be produced as part of the project.General disruption throughout the delivery of the project will be handled using the standard WPD process.No in home works will take part as part of this project.
	The Licensee should complete this box only if this Project forms part of a larger cross sector Project that is seeking funding from multiple competitions Electricity NIC Gas NIC or LCN Fund The Licensee must explain about the Project it will be collaborating with how it all fits together and must also add a justification for the funding splitRow1: None
	Any further detail the Licensee feels may support its submissionRow1: This project brings together a number of different technologies into a transportable flexible toolkit to provide autonomous solutions to network constraint issues. The "Toolkit" approach ensures that solutions with a wide applicability to LV networks are developed and trialled. This project is intended to build directly on the learning derived from a number of recent network innovation projects. For example the "Flexible Urban Networks LV" Project, where Ricardo Energy and Environment is a partner, has produced valuable insight into the use of SoPs. Incorporation of best practice and practical experience from these is an important element of this project and is reflected in the solution. The project will also consider the reuse of equipment from previous projects where possible. Furthermore, once the project has concluded the solutions will be immediately available to other DNOs for wider use. This is both in terms of a standardised process for selecting the most appropriate devices, and also for market ready products.  
	Contact nameRow1: Simon Terry                                                                                               Mark Dale
	Contact AddressRow1: Ricardo Energy & Environment                                            Western Power Distribution1 Frederick Sanger Road,                                                                         Feeder RoadSurrey Research Park,                                                                                 AvonbankGuildford                                                                                                         BristolGU2 7YD                                                                                                      BS2 0TB
	EmailRow1: simon.terry@ricardo.com                                       wpdinnovation@westernpower.co.uk
	Direct telephone lineRow1: 01483 544943                                                                                    01332 827 446
	Job titleRow1: Principal Consultant                                                      Low Carbon Networks Engineer
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